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On sphere-bundles over sphères1)

By I. M. James, Oxford (England)

§ 1. Introduction

In 1953, J. H. C. Whitehead and myself made an investigation into the
homotopy theory of sphere-bundles over sphères (see [6], [7]). The purpose
of this note is to add something to that theory, especially in the case when
torsion occurs in the homology of the total space. Our main application is

Theorem 1.1. Let B be an (n — 1) -sphère bundle over 8n, where n > 2.

// B is an H-space then B is homeomorphic to Sz, to real projective 3-space,
orto S1.

More generally, let B be a g-sphere bundle over 8n, where n, q > 1.

If B admits a cross-section and is an H-space then B has the homotopy
type of 8nx8q, by2) Theorem (1.23) of [6]; and so n, qe {1, 3, 7}, by
Adams5 theorem [1]. I do not know whether B is homeomorphic to Sn x 8q

under thèse conditions. There always exists a cross-section when n <q. In
case n> q -\~ 1 I understand3) from Dr. Adams that the theory of secondary
opérations enables it to be shown that B is not an 17-space unless either (i)
q 3 and n 5 or 7, or (ii) q 7 and n 11 or 15. Examples of (i)
are the spécial unitary group SU(3) and the symplectic group Sp(2). I do
not know any examples of (ii) but it might be worthwhile to investigate the
quaternionic Stiefel manifold X32 an(i ^he octonionic Stiefel manifold
Y2,2 (see [3]).

§ 2. Torsion g-spheres

Let X be a space and let q be a positive integer such that Hr(X) is a
torsion group for 0 < r < q and Hq(X) is cyclic infinité. Then we describe
X as a torsion q-sphere and we define its spherical index I(X) to be the index
of 6nQ(X) in Hq(X), where 6 dénotes the Hubewicz homomorphism. If
X is 1-connected then it follows from the Sebbe-Hueewicz theorem (Theorem
1 on page 271 of [9]) that I(X) > 0.

1) This paper was presented at the International Colloquium on Differential Geometry and
Topology at Zurich, June 1960.

2) A direct proof will be found in § 8 below.
3) I am most grateful to Dr. Adams for this interesting information.
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If X is a torsion g-sphere then SX, the suspension of X, is a torsion
(g -f l)-sphere and I(X) is a multiple of I(SX). We prove

Theorem2.1. Let K be a countahle connected CW-complex. Suppose that
K is a torsion q-sphere and also an H-space. Then I{K) I(SK).

Let K * K dénote the join of K with itself and let h: K * K->8K
dénote the map obtained by the Hopf construction from the multiplication
on K. Then the following diagram is commutative, where h* and h$ dénote
induced homomorphisms and E dénotes suspension.

nQ(K) > 7ttt+1(8K) «-A- na+1(K * K)

e e

HV(K) -—> Ha+1(SK) <— Ha+1(K*K)

By (2.3) of [5] we hâve

*Wi(##) EnQ(K) + h*7iq+1(K * K)

Also Hq+1(K * K) is a torsion group, by the Kfnneth formula, and hence

Aj is trivial. Therefore Oh* h$d 0 and consequently

Onq+1(SK) QEnq{K) Ednq(K)

Hence (2.1) foliows at once.

§ 3. The suspension ol B

Let v : S71"1 -> Sq be a map such that v is constant if n <.q. Let
u: 8qx Sn~1 -> Sq be a map such that

u(x, e) x u(e, y) vy (x e Sq, y € 871-1)

where e dénotes the basepoint in ail cases. Let Vn dénote an n-element bounded

by tf*1-1 and let Wn Vn — Sn~x. Let B be the space obtained from the
disjoint union of Sq and 8q X Vn by identifying points of 8q X S71-1 with
their images under u. The images of e x Wn and (Sq — e) x Wn under the
identification map are open cells which we dénote by en and ew+fl!, respec-
tively, so that

B Sq ^en v en+q.

In this cellular décomposition en is attached by 0€^w_1(Sa), the homo-
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topy class of v, and en+Q is attached by /3 e nn+q__x (8q ^ en), say. It is shown
in § 3 of [6] that, with a suitable choice of u, the total space of any g-sphere
bundle over 8n can be eonstrueted in this way. In gênerai the construction
yields a quasi-fibration of (B, Sq) over 8n, as described in § 1 of [5], and it
is not difficult to extend the theory of [6] and [7] appropriately.

Now consider the suspended complex

8 B 8q+1 ^ en+1 v en+q+1,

where en+1 is attached by Ede7zn(8q+1) and en+q+1 is attached by
Ep c wtt+a(flf«+1^ en+1). Let / : 8q * Vn-+ SB be obtained by the Hopf
construction from the identification map 8q x Vn -> B. Then / has degree ± 1,
and agrées with the map g : 8q * S71"1 -> 8q+1 which is obtained by the Hopf
construction from u. Hence Efi= ±^^a, where ja €7in+q(8q+1) is the
class of g and j% dénotes the injection. We choose orientations so that

EP ht*. (3.1)

One application of this relation can be seen in § 4 of [1].

§ 4. The kernel of /*
Let us recall from [10], [11] and [12] the main facts known about n%n^x(8n)

when n is even. First we recall Freudenthal's theorem that E^n^i®71"1)
coincides with the kernel ofthe Hopf invariant. Let wn dénote the Whitehead
product [in, in], which has Hopf invariant 2.

If oc e n2n-i (®n) has Hopf invariant h then

<proc roc + \hr{r — l)wn (4.1)

where (pT dénotes the endomorphism induced by mapping 8n to itself with
degree r. By Adams' theorem [1], n2n^{8n) contains no élément of odd
Hopf invariant unless n 2, 4 or 8. If n 2, 4 or 8 then wn 2yn + Efin,
where yn dénotes the Hopf class and j8n générâtes the cyclic group
tfan-iOS11"-1)- The order of Pn is 1, 12 or 120 according as n 2, 4 or 8.

We continue to suppose that ^ is even. Let Y£+1 dénote the complex
formed by attaching an (n + l)-cell to 8n with a map of degree m. Chang
[2] has shown that the kernel of the injection

is generated by mwn together with the éléments of
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We reduce this to

Theorem 4.2. // m is odd or if n =£ 2, 4, 8 then

If m is even and n 2, 4 or 8 then

tvi

Suppose first that n2n^.1{Sn) contains no éléments of odd Hopf invariant
and therefore is generated by wn and suspension éléments. Then since
<pmE mE and <pmwn m2wn we conclude from Chang's resuit that
^~1(0) is generated by mwn together with the éléments of mE7z2n_2(8n~1).
This proves (4.2) unless n 2, 4 or 8. Now suppose that n 2, 4 or 8.

If m is odd it foliows from (4.1), with oc yn, and from Chang's resuit
that 7~1(0) is generated by mwn and myn. If m is even it follows similarly
that ?~1(0) is generated by mwn and \m{2yn — wn), and hence is generated
by mwn and \mE$n. Since 7r2n-i(^n) is generated by yn and ^?^w, this
complètes the proof of (4.2).

We regard Y^+1 as the suspension of Y^ and consider the commutative
diagram shown below, where i* is the injection.

E

Notice that i* <pm 0, and that

E

Hence and from (4.2) we deduce

Corollary 4.3. Let ^nZn_2{Sn-1) be an élément such that Ei*Ç 0.
Suppose that m is odd or m=0 mod 2n or n 2mod 4 or n > 10. Then

i*£ i*rj, where Erj 0.
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§ 5. The spherical index

Let n be even and let m ^ 0. We take q n — 1 in the construction
of § 3, and suppose that v is a map of degree m. Consider the composition

where A dénotes the transgression operator associated with B. We prove

Theorem 5.1. The kernel of EA contains an élément of Hopf invariant 1

if either (i) m is odd, or (ii) n 2, or (iii) n 4 and m 0 mod 8, or
(iv) n 8 and m 0 mod 16. /n aZZ o£Aer cases £fte kernel contains an
élément of Hopf invariant 2 but does not contain an élément of Hopf invariant 1.

As in § 3 let [à dénote the élément of Hopf invariant m in tz2w-i ($n)
which is obtained from u by the Hopf construction. If oc e n2n_x (Sn) has
Hopf invariant h then

(5.2)

by (2.5) of [5]. Hence and from (4.1) it follows that EA annihilâtes
2fi -f- (1 — m)wn, which has Hopf invariant 2. Suppose that h 1. Then
n 2, 4 or 8 and we write

a yn + sEpn f, myn + tEpn

where s and t are integers. By (4.1) and (5.2) we hâve

EA(oc) m(s - t)Epn + \m{m - l)Epn

Thus we can choose s so as to make EA(oc) 0 if, and only if, \m(m — 1)

is divisible by the greatest common divisor of m and the order of (}n. Hence
(5.1) follows at once.

The spherical index of B is defined, since m ^ 0. By (10.1) of [4] we hâve

I{B) k\m\, (5.3)

where k dénotes the index, in the group of integers, of the image of Zl~1(0)
under the Hopf invariant. We recall from (3.5) of [4] that

is a monomorphism if n 2 or n 0 mod 4, and that in any case
2E~1(0) 0. Therefore some information about k can be obtained from
(5.1), and by substituting this in (5.3) we obtain
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Corollary 5.4. // n 2 or if m is odd then I(B) | m |. // n 4 or
8 and if m is divisible by 2n then I(B) | m \. If n 4 or 8 and if m is
even but not divisible by 2n then I(B) 2 \ m \. If n =0 mod 4 and

n>\2 then I(B) 2 | m |. // n 2 mod 4 and n > 6 then I(B)
2 \ m \ or 4 | m |.

Every case is covered in (5.4). By the methods used in § 7 of [4] it is
possible to décide between the alternatives when n 2 mod 4 and n > 6, but
this need not detain us hère.

We further deduce

Corollary 5.5. Suppose that I(B) I(SB). Then either (i) | m \ < 2

and n 2, or (ii) m is odd and n 4 or 8.
We can use (4.2) to détermine I(8B), since it foliows from (3.1) that

I(SB) is equal to the least positive multiple of // which is contained in the
kernel of j*. When n 6 or n>10 we find that I(SB) is a divisor of
m. When n 2 we find that I(SB) 1 or 2 according as m is odd or
even. When n 4 or 8 we find that I(SB) is not divisible by the greater
of the numbers 4 and (m, 2n). Hence it foliows from (5.4) that I(SB) ^ I(B)
unless m and n are as in (5.5).

§ 6. Proof of the main theorem

Let B be constructed as in § 3, with q n — 1 and v a map of degree
m. We prove

Lemma 6.1. // B is an H-space then either (i) n 2 and wi ± 1,

±2 or (ii) 7i 4 and m i 1.

If m 0 then the cohomology of B is an exterior algebra on generators
of dimension n and n — 1. Since one of thèse numbers is even we hâve an
immédiate contradiction with the Hopf-Lbbay theorem. Therefore m ^ 0,
and consequently n is even. If n 2 then (6.1) follows immediately from
(2.1) and (5.5). Let n > 4. Suppose, to obtain a contradiction, that m is
divisible by some odd prime p. Then Hn(B,Zp) contains a non-zero
élément x, say, and since # is primitive, for dimensional reasons, it follows
from elementary Hopf algebra theory that x% z£ 0. But H2n(B, ZP) 0,
and so we hâve a contradiction. Since m is odd, by (2.1) and (5.5), we con-
clude that m ± 1. Therefore B is a homotopy (2t& — l)-sphere and

moreover it follows from Adams' theorem [1] that n 4. This complètes
the proof of (6.1).
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Suppose further that B is an (n — l)-sphere bundle over 8n. If n 2

then the classification of fibre bundle theory shows that JS is homeomorphie
to /S3 if m ± 1, to real projective 3-space if m ± 2. If n 4 and
m ± 1 then Milnob [8] has shown that B is homeomorphie to S7. This
complètes the proof of (1.1).

§ 7. Homotopy classification

Let B and Bf be (n — 1)-sphère bundles over Sn, where n is even,
such that

Hn_t(B) *, Zm s* Hn_AB>) (m>l).
Then B and B1 can be constructed as described in § 3 by attaching (2n — 1)-
cells to Y£. Hence B and Bf hâve the same homotopy type if, and only
if, there exists a cellular homotopy équivalence g : Y^-^Ym such that4)

<7*£= ±|8', (7.1)

where /S, /?' €7r2w_2(y^) dénote the attaching classes and gr# dénotes the
automorphism induced by g. Suppose that (7.1) is satisfied where g is a

map of degree r. Then f*E(} ± E(3', where /^ is the automorphism of
^2n-i(^m+1) induced by the suspension of g, and hence

Vr/* ±/''™>dj-1(O) (7.2)

by (3.1), where p1 €n%n^x{8n) corresponds to B' as /Lt does to B. By
(5.1) of [7],

k*p wrn KfS' (7.3)

where t*4 e^n^K» /S71^1) dénotes the relative Whitehead product of in_1
with a generator of jrw(y^,/Sw""1) and k* dénotes the injection. Also it follows
from (10.1) of [4] that the order of wfn is either m or 2 m according as

7i2n-i(8n) does or does not contain an élément of Hopf invariant 1. The
automorphism of 7r2n__2(Y£, S™"1) induced by g transforms wfn into
Hence and from (7.1) it follows that

r2 ± 1 niod m if n 2, 4 or 8 ;

± 1 mod 2m otherwise. j

4) The signs ± in this section are linked together, i.e. they stand for plus in every case or
for minus in every case.
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Thus (7.2) and (7.4) are satisfied for some value of r if B and B1 hâve
the same homotopy type.

Conversely, let r be an integer such that (7.2) and (7.4) are satisfied.
Let g : Y^ ~> Y^ be a cellular map of degree r. Then

Eg*p ± Epf, k*g*p ± Jc*pf

by (3.1) and(7.3).Hence ^2n_2(^n~1) contains an élément f such that Ei*i;=Q
and g*(i ± pf + i*f. Suppose that either m is odd or wieO mod 2n
or n 2 mod 4 or n > 10. Then it follows from (4.3) and from (5.3) of
[13] that Ç =rj modi~1(0), where rj dénotes the Whitbhead product of
tn_x with some élément of n^S71^). By (3.5) of [7] there exists a cellular

map g' : Y^-> Y^, also of degree r, such that

Then g1, like g, is a homotopy équivalence, because r is prime to m.
Since gr^ j? ± j8' this proves that JS and B' hâve the same homotopy
type.

As an application we deduce

Theorem7.5. Let n 6 or let n>!0. Then B and B' hâve the same

homotopy type if, and only if, there exists an integer r, where r% 1 mod 2m,
such that

rE/u Ep' mod mn2n(Sn+1)

Suppose that B and Br hâve the same homotopy type. Then (7.2) and
(7.4) are satisfied, as we hâve seen. Since m is even, by Adams' theorem,
and since — 1 is not a quadratic residue of 4 it follows from (7.4) that
r2 1 mod 2m. By (7.2), therefore, (pr\i =^' mod ?~1(0), and since
^*~1(0) m,n2n-i{8n)> ^y (^«2), it follows by suspension that

rE[x Efx' mod

Conversely, suppose that r2 1 mod 2m and rEfi =Ejar modm%n(Sn+1).
Certainly (7.4) is satisfied. The suspension

is an epimorphism, and its kernel is generated by wn. Hence it follows that

rfx — jLtf \m{r — l)wn mod
and therefore

<pr[i — (à' |m(r2 — l)wn =0 mod mn^^S71)
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since r2 — 1 is even. Hence and from (4.2), (7.2) follows at once. Therefore
B and B' hâve the same homotopy type, which complètes the proofof (7.5).

It is clear that for some values of m a classification theorem is obtainable
by thèse methods in case n 4 or 8, but more elaborate techniques are
necessary before ail values of m can be treated. The appropriate theory has
been developed by Dr. M. G. Barratt (unpublished). However, except for
thèse cases (7.5) fills the gap in the classification of sphère-bundles over
sphères by homotopy type of the total space as given in [6] and [7].

§ 8. Appendix

Let E, F, B be spaces, with F c E, and let p: E-> B be a map which
is constant on F. Suppose that p induces an isomorphism

and that there exists a map f : B-+ E such that pf ~ 1. Then we obtain
the direct sum décomposition

where /* is induced by / and i* is the injection. Hence if E is an iï-space
it follows that

h*:nr(FxB) & nr(E)

where h: FxB->E is the map defined by

Suppose in addition that E and FxB hâve the homotopy type of CW-
complexes. Then h is a homotopy équivalence, by Theorem 1 of [14]. Hence

FxB is an l/-spaee, and hence F and B are H-spaces.

The Mathematical Institute, Oxford
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